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Curator’s introduction

Dear Artists and Supporters,

It is almost a year since the opening of Freedom Farmers, and it is appropriate (in fact overdue!) to revisit the positive feedback and responses we’ve had to 
the exhibition, and again thank you wholeheartedly for your involvement.

The exhibition was created to overview new ideas in contemporary New Zealand art. A large-scale exhibition, Freedom Farmers sidestepped the catch-
all survey exhibition form to focus on an area of interest that seemed timely to examine. This was an open and discursive exhibition, focused on debate 
and dialogue on New Zealand art and its relationship to social concerns – characterised by the exhibition as ‘freedoms’ which are social, artistic and 
geopolitical in nature. The topic’s generosity allowed us to include a diverse group of artists, and together the work of these selected artists felt fresh.

Coupled with the exhibition’s aims, the attempt to focus on contemporary New Zealand art at this scale through a curator-driven theme hadn’t been 
attempted by the Gallery in many years. While contemporary art is regularly exhibited, this stated focus on New Zealand art today felt special and relevant.

The public responded accordingly, enjoying the exhibition’s lively public programme and resulting in an overall visitation of 50,599, which exceeded 
expectations. Creating a measure of success for an exhibition is extremely difficult, subjective and bound by individual encounter; but taking into account 
the active engagement of the artists across the exhibition’s platforms with a large number of new commissions, the energy of the exhibition team and 
designers that supported the project, the group of new sponsors in the form of the Contemporary Benefactors group, the Chartwell Trust’s endorsement 
and financial assistance, the new partnerships realised with the University of Auckland, and the public’s visitation, Freedom Farmers was an extremely 
beneficial and positive project. 

I was enormously grateful for the energy of artistic response and interpretation. The real metal of the exhibition lay in its production and response – in the 
dialogue generated. For weeks and weeks we saw the exhibition’s publication, a newspaper offered for free, being carried away, pored over and, yes, read! 
This publication was shortlisted for an Australasian design award, and was a credit to the exhibition, its designer Layla Tweedie-Cullen and the artists’ 
thoughtful responses to the brief.

From a personal point of view I believe strongly that there is material in the subject of the exhibition that was extremely fertile and capable of being further 
examined. Freedom Farmers seemed to be over too quickly when the doors closed, and that in itself says something.

Thank you for the part you played in the success of this important exhibition.
 

Kind Regards  

Natasha Conland
Curator Contemporary Art
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Images 
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Visitors
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50,599
Total visitors to Freedom Farmers

395
Daily average

Visitor numbers

26 Oct 2013 – 2 Mar 2014

October – 2419

November – 10,045

December – 10,851

January – 15,124

February – 11,268

March – 892
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A couple of visitors to Freedom Farmers were impressed 
with the organic nature of the works in Farmer corridor. 
They thought it was good to see ideas about sustainable 
living and ecology coming across in the form of art, and 
with particular focus on New Zealand.

Visitor feedback

‘I think Freedom Farmers is a great extension from the 
ground floor exhibitions. It shows the changes of New 
Zealand art in forms, style and different issues in modern 
New Zealand society.’
– visitor to Freedom Farmers

A visitor from France commented they really loved 
Freedom Farmers. He said that it was great to see ideas of 
growth, organic living and utopia in a New Zealand gallery, 
and he was so pleased he was able to see the exhibition 
while he was visiting Auckland. He mentioned ‘You can see 
modern art anywhere but you cannot see contemporary 
New Zealand art elsewhere.’  
– visitor to Freedom Farmers

‘I couldn’t believe that there are incredible stories 
here. Contemporary art can be narrative too.’
– visitor to Freedom Farmers
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A visitor said the exhibition was really strong, but also a lot 
to take in in a single viewing. He said he would be back for 
another look.

Visitor feedback

Visitor said how much they liked the exhibition, and 
especially the unusual catalogue. They said it was a 
great comprehensive read and a clever idea to use the 
eco-friendly newspaper format. They took more than 
one with them to share with their friends and encourage 
them to come along.

Two older visitors had come especially to see Freedom 
Farmers, as on a previous visit they had picked up 
a Freedom Farmers newspaper without visiting the 
exhibition. They had read it at home before visiting, which 
they said added another dimension to their visit to the 
exhibition. They especially loved it because it gave them 
‘ideas’, which they said is surely the most important goal 
of any art exhibition. They really loved the artist and curator 
interviews at the end of their visit. Those coupled with the 
newspapers, they said, rounded out their visit. They also 
recognised the importance of showing art that isn’t simply 
paintings on walls. They saw it as brave of the gallery to 
have Freedom Farmers as its ‘summer exhibition’.
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Visitor programme

Total – 24
Artist talks – 15
Guest presenters – 27
Performances – 12
Film screenings – 2

Total – 1634
General programme – 824
Film screenings – 242
Ideas Market – 406
Late Night – 162

Number of programmes 

Attendance
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Special event einvites

Late Night 

Ideas Market

1 2

1

2
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Visitor programme pdf

October
ARTIST TALKS 

Sat 26 Oct – 1pm 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Martin Basher, et al. (p. mule to 
represent the collective) and Dan Arps 
discuss their work in the exhibition.

FAMILY DROP-IN 

Sat 26 Oct – 1– 3pm  
North atrium – free 
Bring your whole family for a 
creative session inspired by 
artwork in Freedom Farmers.

ARTIST TALKS

Sat 26 Oct – 3pm 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Steve Carr, Tessa Laird and 
Richard Maloy discuss their 
work in the exhibition.

POTTERY DEMONSTRATION 

Sun 27 Oct – 11am – 1pm  
North atrium – free 
Established ceramic artists 
Nadine Spalter, Chris Southern 
and Suzy Dünser demonstrate 
traditional throwing techniques.

CURATOR’S TOUR

Sun 27 Oct – 11am 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Join Freedom Farmers’ 
curator Natasha Conland for 
a tour of the exhibition.

ARTIST TALKS

Sun 27 Oct – 1pm 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Wayne Barrar, Allan McDonald 
and Louise Menzies discuss 
their work in the exhibition.

 ARTIST TALKS

Sun 27 Oct – 3pm 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Stella Corkery, Shannon Te Ao and 
Isobel Thom discuss their work in the 
exhibition. 
 

November 
ARTIST TALK

Sun 3 Nov – 3pm 
Exhibition spaces – free 
Xin Cheng discusses her Freedom 
Farmers work with Allan Smith, 
Senior Lecturer in Fine Arts at 
The University of Auckland. 

GUEST PRESENTER

Sun 10 Nov – 1pm 
Auditorium – free 
Bogans are simultaneously 
pop-cultural icons and working-
class heroes, noisy neighbours 
and childish pranksters. In 2012, 
Dave Snell completed his PhD in 
social psychology – The Everyday 
Bogans: Identity and Community 
Amongst Heavy Metal Fans – 
investigating the use of music, 
clothing and rituals in the formation 
of a bogan identity, and this year he 
published a book on the subject.

ARTIST TALK / BOOK READING

Sun 10 Nov – 3pm 
Exhibition space 
Freedom Farmers’ artist Tessa Laird 
reads from her recently released 
book, A Rainbow Reader (Clouds 
Publishing, 2013), which is a personal 
exploration of colour. 

GUEST PRESENTER

Sun 17 Nov – 1pm 
North atrium – free 
Riki Bennett (Ngāti Pikiao, Te 
Arawa, and Ngāti Porou) speaks on 
traditional uses of plants by Māori. 
His presentation includes various 
food gathering traps, nets and 
materials that, in the past, Māori 
would have used in their daily lives. 

FILM SCREENING

Sun 17 Nov – 3pm 
Auditorium – free 
New Urban Cowboy: Toward a New 
Pedestrianism (2007) 
One day in August 2001, a stranger 
appeared in a crime-ridden Florida 
neighbourhood. Armed only with 
his big ideas and determination, 

artist/urban designer/developer 
Michael E Arth saved this slum 
from the wrecking ball. Reborn 
as the Garden District, it is now 
a living laboratory demonstrating 
Michael’s New Pedestrianism, an 
ecological vision for new towns 
and neighbourhoods. Presented in 
association with Documentary Edge.

BIG DAY ART: PLAY

Sat 23 Nov – 10am – 4pm  
North atrium – free 
Come along for a full day of creative 
play inspired by the art and artists 
in Freedom Farmers. Activities for 
all ages will show how art and 
ideas can be generated through 
play, experimentation and chance.

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL EVENT

Tue 26 Nov – 6 – 9pm  
North atrium and exhibition spaces 
$10 
This Late Night event begins with a 
wide-ranging discussion by a panel 
of prominent New Zealand thinkers 
on the topic of creative living. Chaired 
by Radio New Zealand’s Kim Hill, 
guest presenters include Eco Store 
founder Malcolm Rands and Dr Cathy 
Stinear, clinical neuroscientist at the 
Centre for Brain Research, University 
of Auckland. Following the discussion, 
sound group White Saucer (Stella 
Corkery and Alan Holt) will perform 
and the exhibition will be open for 
after-hours viewing. Pay bar and food 
will be available throughout  
the evening. 
 

December
IDEAS MARKET SPECIAL EVENT

Sun 1 Dec – 12 – 3pm  
North atrium – free 
The Ideas Market will assist and 
encourage urban dwellers interested 
in learning about alternatives to their 
current lifestyle, and include a range 
of presentations covering composting, 
growing vegetables in an urban or 
apartment environment, solar power 
considerations, water storage options, 
permaculture, keeping chickens, 
urban bicycles, home brewing,  
worm farms etc.  

Events diary:  Freedom Farmers 
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Visitor programme images
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Special events

Ideas Market  
Sunday 1 December
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Special events

Late Night  
Tuesday 26 November
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Learning programmes

Big Day Art: Play  
Sat 23 Nov

Big Day Art: Make It Happen 
Sat 18 Jan

1 2

1

2
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Unpaid media
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Media coverage – highlights

Art News New Zealand 
Nov 2013 

Remix 
Dec 2013

1 2

1

2
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Media coverage – highlights

Art New Zealand 
189 Autumn 

New Zealand Listener 
Nov 2013

1

2

1

2
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Galleries
Freedom’s just another word
Exhibitionemphasises ironies,
drawbacksofmodernworld

TJMcNamara

At thegalleries
What: FreedomFarmers:New
ZealandArtistsGrowing Ideas
Whereandwhen:AucklandArt
Gallery,KitchenerSt, toFebruary
23
TJsays:CuratedbyNatasha
Conland, thissurveyconcept
makesa lively, if sometimes
puzzling, showofsomeof the
extremesof recentart.

F reedom Farmers at Auck-
land Art Gallery is a revival
of the survey exhibitions.
It concentrates on artists

raised in the 1970s who represent
the second wave of contemporary
art after the first who battled for ab-
stract and expressionist art.

The second wave grasped
freedoms and the artists in this
show have ‘‘farmed’’ and grown
those liberties. The most obvious
freedom is from traditional
subjects and mediums. Art can be
made of any materials, ranging
from old tyres to building off-cuts.
Photography, still and video, also
plays a large part.

A word used frequently in the
literature that accompanies the
exhibition is ‘‘utopian’’, suggesting
the creativity in the show will lead
the way to a better world.

Nevertheless, the feeling is
often ‘‘dystopian’’, emphasising
some of the drawbacks and ironies
of the present.

Pacific Islanders now play a
large part in the art scene and one

of the most prominent is Edith
Amituanai. Here she departs from
her usual neighbourhood and
shows large colour photographs of
the situation of refugees from
Myanmar (Burma). The group is

called La Fine del Mondo (The End
of the World), with the formal em-
phasis on the contrast between
sunlight and dark shadows but the
detail is telling.

Another dystopian group of
photographs involves Ava
Seymour’s 1998 pictures of state
housing. Government housing was
utopian at its outset, though there
was always a slight stigma about be-

ing raised in a ‘‘state suburb’’.
The artist’s patronising attitude

is emphasised by collaging pictures
of deranged patients on to images
of state housing and the addition of
a sign saying, ‘‘End of Improve-
ment’’. Her more recent work in
the show is a minimalistic print
between sheets of transparent
acrylic leaning against a wall,
which the artist is quoted as saying,

‘‘mediates between the wall and
the floor’’.

Housing plays a part in Allan
McDonald’s photographs of
houses uprooted from their sites
but never re-sold.

He turns them into metaphors
for past lives and activities fading in
memory.

The most idiosyncratic contri-
bution is from Isobel Thom. Her

works range from small cubist
clusters of leaves where the eye
dances from leaf to leaf through
cups and teapots to a video of
hippie self-sufficient living in
Japan. It is delightful to explore,
although often totally bemusing.
The room is shared with Stella
Corkery, who has 38 paintings, all
the same size. The paintings impro-

vise on colour, texture and mood.
The effect is like modern music
with the addition of dissonant cuts
in the canvas as part of the varia-
tions. This theme is followed by
Dan Arps. He rehabilitates the
ordinary in glass cases and
children’s comic characters as wall
decoration with stuffed animal
cushions to show even the shallow
can be indicators of where we are,
and raise issues about copyright.

Xin Cheng shows on a column
what sort of monument a tyre
dealer might make of the objects of
his trade along with sculpture of in-
ner tubes. Among her Propositions
she also shows an indoor garden.

Tessa Laird makes a monu-
ment of her own with a hill of cer-
amic structures in the shape of
books that make up her reading for
her PhD. They are vividly coloured
and match the candelabra that
might have shed the light to read
them by. Her work is clunky, at-
tractive and witty.

Materials in the show are varied.
The et al. collective uses angled
iron in stacks and in a structure
bound by aggressive clamps. These
are supplemented with a video that
asks awkward questions such as,
‘‘What is my . . . ?’’

We can watch this while being
hammered by speakers emitting
sheer noise and being instructed
with an aggressive pointer. It is a
gloomy work about the impossi-
bility of communication.

Communication is sometimes a
problem. Shannon Te Ao appears
in a performance work, wearing a
blanket in a reference to Maori
trade garments. Filmed by Iain
Frengley, he drinks from water
bottles, then blows a spray. This is
like a whale breathing. This in turn
refers to a Maori proverb about a
leader being like a powerful whale.
The leader he has in mind is Te

Clip ID : 8736966

Media coverage – highlights

New Zealand Herald 
2 Nov 2013 

Webb’s catalogue 
Nov 2013

1 2

1

2
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TV: 1
Radio: 6
Newspapers: 5
Magazines: 19
Online articles: 9

Date Publication Title Writer

1 Sep Remix Magazine Catching up with that’s contemporary

1 Oct Metro Magazine This onth: culture Frances Morton

9 Oct NZ Herald Sustainability through artists’ eyes

24 Oct TVNZ Freedom Farmers Ruth Heywood-Smith

26 Oct NZ Herald Freedom and Fruitcakes

27 Oct Radio NZ Freedom Farmers

Nov InterIslander onboard magazine This summer Auckland Art Gallery

Nov Artzone Artbites

1 Nov Art News NZ Notions of freedom in question

1 Nov Art News NZ Rainbow serpents and other awakenings Virginia Were

1 Nov Happyzine Utopia and sustainability feature Freedom Farmers exhibition

1 Nov North and South Choice events

1 Nov Life and Leisure From the High St to the Hills

2 Nov NZ Herald Freedom’s just another word TJ Mcnamara

12 Nov Metro Arts online Freedom Farmers: New Zealand Artists Growing Ideas

14 Nov New Zealand Listener Ed Hanfling

16 Nov E-Flux Freedom Farmers: New Zealand Artists growing ideas

19 Nov Radio NZ Upbeat with Eva Wiseman – interview with Natasha Conland Eva Wiseman

21 Nov 95 bFM Morning Glory interview with Stella Corkery Esther Macintyre

26 Nov Eyecontact site In praise of ‘invention, forward thinking and liberty’ John Hurrell

26 Nov Concrete Playground Freedom Farmers Late Night Lara Thomas

27 Nov Radio NZ Arts with Megan Dunn Kathryn O’Ryan

28 Nov Webb’s catalogue Freedom Farmers: New Zealand Artists Growing Ideas

28 Nov Gulf News NZ Heaven and Earth – arts review Matthew Muir

30 Nov NBR Freedom Farmers new crop of artists John Daly Peoples

Nov/Dec Asian Art News News Brief: Landmark Exhibition

1 Dec Metro Potting Mix – Freedom Farmers: New Zealand Artists Growing Ideas Cassandra Barnett

1 Dec Metro This month: culture

1 Dec RadioLive Shannon Novak interview Wallace Chapman

1 Dec Remix Magazine Freedom Farmers

1 Dec Interislander onboard magazine – SUMMER This summer Auckland Art Gallery

1 Dec Kiwirail Our New Zealand – SUMMER This summer Auckland Art Gallery

Media coverage 
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Date Publication Title Writer

4 Dec Ocula Converstation with Natasha Conland Laura Thomson

4 Dec Ocula Freedom Farmers review Kate Brettkelly-Chalmers

7 Dec Radio New Zealand Freedom Farmers review Kim Hill

Jan/Mar Art Collector Shannon Te Ao Sue Gardiner

25 Jan NZ Herald – Weekend Auckland as you’ve never seen it Dionne Christian

31 Jan Manawatu Standard Searching for utopia Fran Dibble

13 Feb Waitako Times New Zealand notions of Utopia Kate Powell

1 Mar Art New Zealand Revealing Freedom Gregory Minsale
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Paid media 
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Sample print advertisements

Art Asia Pasific and Frieze 

1

1

Edith Amituanai, Dan Arps, Wayne Barrar, Martin Basher, Mladen Bizumic, Dorota Broda, Steve Carr,  
Xin Cheng, Stella Corkery, Tessa Laird, Allan McDonald, Louise Menzies, Richard Maloy, Shannon Novak, 
Ava Seymour, Shannon Te Ao & Iain Frengley, Isobel Thom, Francis Upritchard, et al.
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Freedom Farmers: 
New Zealand Artists 
Growing Ideas 
 
Discover how artists are engaging with 
ideas of utopia, sustainability and artistic 
freedom. Freedom Farmers showcases 
work by 20 contemporary New Zealand 
artists who act as creative thinkers, 
innovators and leaders. 
 
Final weeks – ends Sun 2 Mar 
Entry is free 
 

Tessa Laird 
The Politics of Ecstasy 
2013 (installation detail) 
courtesy of the artist 
Melanie Roger Gallery 
Auckland and private 
collectors 

www.aucklandartgallery.com

Exhibition partner

 

Principal partnerFreedom Farmers: 
New Zealand Artists 
Growing Ideas 
 
Discover how artists are engaging with 
ideas of utopia, sustainability and artistic 
freedom. Freedom Farmers showcases 
work by 20 contemporary New Zealand 
artists who act as creative thinkers, 
innovators and leaders. 
 
Entry is free 
 

www.aucklandartgallery.com

Exhibition partner

 

Principal partner

Steve Carr
Burn Out 2009 (still)
Auckland Art Gallery  
Toi o Tāmaki
Purchased 2011

Sample print advertisements

New Zealand Herald 
Jan 2014 

New Zealand Herald 
Feb 2014

1 2

1

2
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Exhibition partner

 

Principal partner

Francis Upritchard  
Yellow & Black Gown (detail) 2012 
Auckland Art Gallery Toi o Tāmaki 
Image courtesy of  
Kate MacGarry London.  
 
See this work in 
Freedom Farmers: 
New Zealand Artists  
Growing Ideas

New Zealand art:
A summer showcase of new 
exhibitions and special events

New Zealand art: 
A summer showcase of new 
exhibitions and special events

Exhibition partner

 

Principal partner

Francis Upritchard  
Yellow & Black Gown 
(detail) 2012  
Auckland Art Gallery  
Toi o Tāmaki 
Image courtesy of  
Kate MacGarry London.  
 
See this work in 
Freedom Farmers: 
New Zealand Artists  
Growing Ideas

Sample print advertisements

Art New Zealand 

Jasons Auckland What’s On 

1 2

1

2
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External signage 

Cross street banner
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External signage

A0 street posters
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Online media
Paid and unpaid
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Online

Auckland Art Gallery 
Facebook page

1

1
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Online

Auckland Art Gallery 
website

1

1
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Online

Melanie Roger Gallery 

Chartwell

1 2

1

2
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Online Online

Artists Alliance 

Ocula 

1 2

1

2
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Signage 
& collateral
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Gallery collateral

Catalogue 1
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Gallery signage

Gallery screens 
 
Foyer 
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Gallery signage

Level 1 Foyer wall 

Internal entrance 

Internal blade sign 

External flags 

1 2

1

2

3

3

4

4
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Gallery collateral

What’s On 
Oct–Dec 2013 

1
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Commercial extensions

Artist tea towels by 
(left to right) Tessa 
Laird, Richard Maloy, 
Dan Arps 

Themed café food 

1

2

1 2
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Opening
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Opening night – invite
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Opening night 

Opening evening  
photographs


